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Topological effects due to conical intersections: A model study of two
interacting conical intersections
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~Received 11 February 1999; accepted 1 September 1999!

A model is presented to study the~weak! interaction between two conical intersections~e.g., a dimer
of two loosely bound molecules each characterized by a conical intersection!. The model is an
extension of a previous model for a single conical intersection formed by an electron housed by a
vibrating molecule@Baer and Englman, Mol. Phys.75, 293 ~1992!#. The main result of this study
is that the intermolecular coupling removes part of the degeneracy of the global system and in turn
forms a new degeneracy, but will not affect the multivaluedness of the nuclear wave functions.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!01344-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of effects of doubly degenerate electro
states on molecular processes is becoming a major subje
molecular physics.1–11 Within this framework Baer and
Englman7 suggested to examine such effects employing
model formed by a molecular electron coupled to the vib
tional motion of the molecule, i.e., a conical intersection12

The electron–molecule coupling was studied within t
framework of a two-state model~namely a two-dimensiona
Hilbert space! and it was shown7–9 that the geometrical fea
tures of this system were solely determined by the adiaba
diabatic transformation~ADT! angle a.13 Among other
things we also showed that the ADT angle, once calcula
along a closed path around the point of degeneracy,7–9 yields
the topological phaseb.3 This was done twice:9 Once for the
resulting Jahn–Teller-type degeneracy and in this caseb was
found to be equal top and once when the Jahn–Teller d
generacy was removed by a perturbationm and thenb was
found to be equal to 2p ~or zero!. In the present work this
model is extended to contain two such electrons, where e
one is attached to a~different! molecule and the aim is to
study a situation where two systems, each governed b
conical intersection interaction with each other. This e
tended system will have to be treated within a fou
dimensional Hilbert space and, therefore, yields new g
metrical features so far~to our knowledge! not exposed.

II. THE MODEL

Our model contains two electrons each one housed b
separate molecule and with its motion coupled to the vib

a!Visiting professor at the University of Coimbra, Coimbra Code
Portugal. Permanent address: Department of Physics and Applied M
ematics, Soreq NRC, Yavne 81800, Israel. Electronic m
mmbaer@Netvision.net.il
9490021-9606/99/111(21)/9493/5/$15.00
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tional motion of the corresponding molecule. In addition, t
two electrons are interacting with each other by a Coulo
force. Such a model can represent a weakly bound dime
the form: A3¯A38 .12~b! The aim of the present study is t
analyze the effect of this external electron–electron coup
on the degeneracy of the global system and the resul
multivaluednessof the nuclear wave functions, or in other
words, to study the geometrical effects that originate fro
such an interaction.

In what follows the motion of each of the electrons w
be described in terms of one~periodic! coordinate,ua (ub)
and the vibrational motion of each of the two mother m
ecules will be described in terms of two coordinates: A po
periodic coordinatewa (wb) @defined along the interval~0,
2p) and a radial coordinateqa (qb)]. In addition there are
other ~nuclear! coordinates responsible for the relative m
tion of the two molecules which will not be specified. A
mentioned earlier, the Hamiltonian we apply is an extens
of an electronic Hamiltonian which has been used before
describe a single electron housed by a vibrating molecule7–9

namely a Hamiltonian that contains a periodic potential
bothua (ub) andwa (wb). The type of the potential that wa
chosen for thesingle electron–molecule model yields
Schrödinger equation which is the same as the Math
equation.7,12~a! Here we choose similar potentials responsib
for the two electron–molecule systems and consequently
resulting Hamiltonian can be considered as a kind of
extended-Mathieu equation

H52
1

2
Eael

]2

]ua
22

1

2
Ebel

]2

]ub
2 1Ga cos~2ua2wa!

1Gb cos~2ub2wb!1G cos@2~ua1ub!2~wa1wb!#.

~1!

In this equation,Eael and Ebel are characteristic electroni
magnitudes andGa (Gb) is the coupling coefficients usuall
assumed to be equal tokaqa (kbqb) whereka (kb) is a force

th-
:

3 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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constant of theath (bth) molecule. The fifth term in this
equation~which is chosen to be symmetrical with respect
the electronic coordinates! describes a Coulombic-type inte
action between the two electrons, each attached to one
ecule, and therefore, the coefficientG depends on the dis
tance between the two molecules~and eventually on othe
physical magnitudes!. This kind of interactions were dis
cussed in a series of papers by Dexteret al.12~c!–12~e! It is
important to note that in Eq.~1! the third and the fourth
terms describe the intramolecular coupling within each m
ecule and the fifth term describes the intermolecular coup
between the two molecular systems. The present treatm
will be done for the case that all three parameters nam
Ga , Gb , and G are small compared to theEael and Ebel

values. Throughout this treatment we assume both,qa andqb

to be constants.

III. THE SOLUTION OF THE EIGENVALUE PROBLEM

The equation we are interested to solve is the follow
~electronic! eigenvalue equation:

~H2u~wa ,wb!!x~ua ,ubuwa ,wb!50, ~2!

where u(wa ,wb) is an eigenvalue andx(ua ,ubuwa ,wb) is
the corresponding eigenvector, the bar specifies the para
ric dependence ofx on the nuclear coordinateswa andwb .
In a previous publication we showed that the two gene
adiabatic independent solutions for the single electron
molecule, which are relevant for our purpose, have the fo

c1~uuw!5( an~w!cosnS u2
w

2 D ~3a!

and

c2~uuw!5( bn~w!sinnS u2
w

2 D , ~3b!

where the summation index runs over the odd integers s
ing with n51. These equations will be applied here as w
Consequently the general solution of Eq.~2! can be written
as a product of these functions. Thus

x i j ~ua ,ubuwa ,wb!5c i~uauwa!c j~ubuwb!; i , j 51,2, ~4!

where the indicesa andb are used to distinguish between th
two molecules. It is important to emphasize that in t
present study we assume that the overlap between the e
states belonging to the two different centers is small, a
therefore, to a good approximation we do not have to ap
antisymmetrized wave function.12~c!,12~d! Modifications due to
antisymetrization~or particle exchange! and due to the elec
tronic spin will be treated in Sec. IV. Moreover sinceGa ,
Gb , andG are assumed to be small we may keep only
first term in each of the summations presented in Eq.~3!. @It
is important to note thatGa (Gb) becomes zero whenqa
Downloaded 21 Nov 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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(qb) becomes zero, butG, in general is expected to diffe
from zero at these points.# Therefore, the following four
functions will be considered:

x115sinS ua2
wa

2 D sinS ub2
wb

2 D ;

x125sinS ua2
wa

2 D cosS ub2
wb

2 D ,

x215cosS ua2
wa

2 D sinS ub2
wb

2 D ;

~5!

x225cosS ua2
wa

2 D cosS ub1
wb

2 D .

Having the~trial! functions and recalling that

cos~2u2w!52 cos2S u2
w

2 D215122 sin2S u2
w

2 D , ~6!

it can be shown9 that thesex i j -functions are the lowest orde
eigenfunctions with the following eigenvalues:

u115Eel1
1
2~Ga1Gb1G!,

u125Eel1
1
2~Ga2Gb2G!,

~7!

u215Eel1
1
2~2Ga1Gb2G!,

u225Eel1
1
2~2Ga2Gb2G!,

whereEel stands for (12)(Eael1Ebel). From the definitions
of Ga and Gb it is noticed that in the extended four
dimensional space at least two pairs of the four eigenva
namely u11 and u22 and u21 and u12 are degenerate at th
~extended! origin qa5qb50 and one pair,u21 and u12, is
degenerate along the line formed by the equation:qa

5(kb /ka)qb . A closer look at the possible degeneracy r
veals that each point of degeneracy in the case of a si
molecular electron becomes, at the moment that a sec
molecular electron is added to the system, a seam in
extended configuration space~for an analogous situation in
the case of a realistic molecular system see Ref. 14!. In our
particular case the pointsqa50 andqb50 become, in the
extended configuration space, two seam lines that inter
each other at the origin (qa50, qb50). However, we saw
that introducing a coupling between the two one-electr
molecules forms two new features: It removes the deg
eracy along these two seams leaving only one point of
generacy~in the extended configuration space! but then
produces a new seam defined by the equationqa

5(kb /ka)qb . This seam is unexpected because it forms
three-dimensional surface in a four-dimensional configu
tion space~while a degeneracy can be at most ofn-2 dimen-
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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9495J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 21, 1 December 1999 Interacting conical intersections
sionality in ann-dimensional space!. This seam is probably a
special feature of the applied model and has to be consid
with care~this is further discused in Chap. VI!.

So far we considered the simplest case of two interac
systems each having a conical interaction, and we alre
encounter a complexity for which it is not clear how to co
struct the relevant diabatic nuclear wave function with
correct geometrical properties. It turns out that the only w
to guarantee such a nuclear wave function~or vector of
nuclear wave functions! is to employ the ADT matrix13

which transforms adiabatic, i.e., single-valued functions
functions with the required geometry. The importance of
ADT matrix is due to the fact that it contains the geometri
properties of the system enforced by the electronic eig
functions. The existence of this particular feature was de
onstrated in a series of studies7–9—however, all of them per-
formed in a two-dimensional Hilbert space. In the ne
section we derive the ADT matrix for the present a fou
dimensional Hilbert space model.

IV. DERIVATION OF THE NONADIABATIC
COUPLING TERMS AND ADIABATIC–DIABATIC-
TRANSFORMATION MATRIX

To derive the ADT matrix we have first to obtain th
nonadiabatic coupling matricestwa and twb . These are 4
34 anti-symmetrical matrices with elements (tw) i j i 8 j 8 de-
fined as13~a!

~tw! i j i 8 j 85
1

q K x i jU ]

]w
x i 8 j 8L , ~8!

where thex i j are real electronic eigenfunctions. Employin
thex i j -functions derived before@see Eq.~5!# it can be shown
that twa andtwb assume the form

twa5
1

2qa S 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

21 0 0 0

0 21 0 0

D
~9!

twb5
1

2qb S 0 1 0 0

21 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 21 0

D .

Next the 434 ADT matrix A is obtained by solving the
first-order two-component vector equation13~a!

1

qa

]

]wa
A1twaA50, ~10a!

1

qb

]

]wb
A1twbA50. ~10b!

The necessary condition for Eq.~10! to have a unique solu
tion is thatCurl t5@t3t#.13~a!,13~d! This condition is fulfilled
becauset is essentially a vector of constant matrices a
becausetwa and twb commute so that@t3t#50. The fact
that t is a constant vector matrix also helps in solving E
Downloaded 21 Nov 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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~10! because in this case the solution can be presented
product of two matrices one dependent onwa and the other
on wb

A5Aa~aa~wa!!Ab~ab~wb!!. ~11!

The matrixA will be solved subject to the boundary cond
tion thatA(wa50,wb50)5I . Substituting Eq.~11! into Eq.
~10a! and multiplying it, from the right-hand-side by (Ab)21

yields the equation forAa

1

qa

d

dwa
Aa1twaAa50. ~10a8!

A solution will be found for the boundary conditio
Aa(aa(wa50))5I . We assume thatAa(aa) is of the form

Aa~aa!5S cosaa 0 2sinaa 0

0 cosaa 0 2sinaa

sinaa 0 cosaa 0

0 sinaa 0 cosaa

D .

~12!

Substituting Eq.~12! into Eq. ~10a8! and recalling Eq.~8!
justifies this form and yields the first-order differential equ
tion for aa and the corresponding solution

daa

dwa
5

1

2
⇒aa5

1

2
wa⇒aa~wa52p!5p. ~13!

The derivation ofAb(ab) needs more consideration. In ord
to also get in this case a separate equation the previous
lution matrix Aa(aa) has to commute with thetwb matrix
which indeed it does. Multiplying the resulting equation b
(Aa)21 yields the equation forAb(ab)

1

qb

d

dwb
Ab1twbAb50. ~10b8!

Again we try a solution but of the form

Ab~ab!5S cosab 2sinab 0 0

sinab cosab 0 0

0 0 cosab 2sinab

0 0 sinab cosab

D .

~128!

Substituting Eq.~128! into Eq. ~10b8! yields the first-order
differential equation fora2 and its immediate solution

dab

dwb
5

1

2
⇒ab5

1

2
wb⇒ab~wb52p!5p. ~138!

From Eqs.~128! and ~138! it is seen thatAb fulfills the re-
quired boundary condition:Ab(ab(wb50))5I . It is impor-
tant to mention that sinceAa andAb are orthogonal matrices
the matrixA is orthogonal as well.

SinceA is equal to the productAaAb @see Eq.~11!#, A
will change its sign whenever eitherAa or Ab does, which
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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happens when eitherwa or wb , respectively, complete a ful
cycle. It is interesting to note that when both complete
cycle no change of sign follows.

V. ANTISYMMETRIC ADIABATIC SPIN ORBITALS

To formulate the theory in terms of properly antisym
metric states the notation in Eq.~5! has to be extended s
that we can discuss electronic coordinates without asso
ing the electrons directly to a particular molecule. Thus E
~5! takes the following form

xab,115cosS u12
wa

2 D cosS u22
wb

2 D ,

xab,125cosS u12
wa

2 D sinS u22
wb

2 D ,

~58!

xab,215sinS u12
wa

2 D cosS u22
wb

2 D ,

xab,225sinS u12
wa

2 D sinS u22
wb

2 D ,

where the first pair of indices~preceding the comma! labels
the mother molecule of the respective electron~in the above
equations it is electron 1 housed by molecule a and elec
2 by moleculeb! and the second pair~after the comma!
labels the state~state 1 is the lower state with the co
eigenfunction and state 2 is the upper state with the
eigenfunction!. Next we include for the electrons, the~a,b!
spin states. Then the proper antisymmetric states namely
singlet and the three triplet states~we show only one triplet
state! are

1x115
1
2~xab,111xba,11!~a~1!b~2!2b~1!a~2!!,

~14!3x115
1
2~xab,112xba,11!~a~1!b~2!1b~1!a~2!!.

Each state of Eq.~58! is replaced by four correspondin
states given in Eq.~14!. In our treatment we neglect spi
orbit coupling between the singlet and the triplet states in
~13! and we also neglect the overlap betweenxab,i j and
xba,i j functions. As a result of these assumptions it can
shown that the formalism presented in Secs. II–IV will ho
also for the antisymmetrized spin orbitals.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Our main findings are as follows:
1. It has been shown that if each of the two interact

molecular electrons has a single point of degeneracy aqa

(qb)50, bringing the two together results in two seams
the extended configuration space. Coupling of the two in
acting systems~or in other words turning on the electron
electron interaction! removes the original degeneracy almo
entirely, leaving only one point of degeneracy, i.e., (qa

50,qb50) in the extended configuration space. Howev
this coupling also forms a new degeneracy defined by
relationqa5(ka /kb)qb . This is a three-dimensional seam
a four-dimensional space~probably a special feature of th
applied model! but of minor importance as it does not crea
Downloaded 21 Nov 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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any topological effects. This was shown to be the core wh
analyzing the propeties of the ADT matrix.18

2. We showed thatA changes sign whenever one of th
electronic basis functions changes sign. This usually happ
when the corresponding polar anglewa (wb) follows a close
loop around its conical intersection located at its originqa

50 (qb50) ~it is important to emphasize that if none of th
two loops surround its point of degeneracy no change of s
appears as was discussed in Ref. 9!. This fact implies that the
nuclear wave functions, like the electronic ones, are mu
valued. In the single molecular electron case we showed
change of sign of the ADT matrix, and therefore, also t
multivaluedness of the nuclear wave function, are clos
connected with the fact that the electronic eigenvalu
~namely, the nuclear potential-energy surfaces! have a de-
generacy yielding the CI.9 From the present study it follows
that this feature is doubled in case a second molecular e
tron is added to the system. It is expected that this w
indeed, happen when the two systems do not interact. H
we turned on the electron–electron interaction thus lett
the two systems to interact and found that the interacti
even being weak, affected the degeneracy scheme sig
cantly ~removing one type of degeneracy and simultaneou
producing a different one!. Nevertheless the multivaluednes
of the nuclear wave functions remained as if no coupling w
assumed. This is, to some extent, an unexpected result
cause in contrast to a previous study9 in which the degen-
eracy was removed by an intramolecular~weak! coupling
and as a result the nuclear wave functions became si
valued, here, we find that intermolecular coupling is not
pable to affect the multivaluedness of the nuclear wave fu
tions. This result is important because it is expected t
sooner or later this coupling will produce topological effec
and the question is only: At what stage? Therefore, this po
is subject to further studies.

3. It was mentioned earlier thatA changes sign when
ever one of the polar angles, eitherwa or wb , follows a close
loop around its conical intersection located at its own orig
qa50 or qb50, respectively. This implies that in the cas
the two systems do not interactA will not change sign when
both angles, simultaneously, follow a close loops arou
their origins. We found that as long as the interaction is we
this feature is still maintained. Again, it is expected th
when the two systems get closer so that the interaction
comes strong enough also this feature will be affected.

4. Dimerization reactions for several molecules~e.g.,
silaethylene,15 formaldehyde16,17 and others! involve
potential-energy surfaces with conical intersections as w
as other types of crossings. The results in this work, trea
adiabatic-to-diabatic transformations should facilitate cal
lations of efficient pathways.

5. We would also like to point out a quasi-technic
achievement namely we presented here for the first tim
study of a four-dimensional system and obtained for it
ADT angles and the relevant geometrical phases. We sho
that the ADT angles yield the correct symmetrical features
the system and are~also! identical, like in previous two-state
models, to the corresponding Longuet-Higgins angles.2
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Note added in proof.While this manuscript was in
preparation Kendrick, Mead, and Truhlar~KMT ! published a
Note @J. Chem. Phys.110, 7594 ~1999!# which objects to a
claim, made by one of the present authors@see Ref. 8~c!#,
namely that the Longuet-Higgins phase and the ADT an
are identical for a two-dimensional Hilbert space. They co
not find a two-state example to support their point and
they used two 4-dimensional eigenvectors for this purpo
In this paper a four dimensional Hilbert-space model wh
yields all four 4-dimensional eigenvectors to be used to fo
the ADT angles is treated. It is well noticed that the tw
properly derived ADT angles posses the features expe
from the corresponding Longuet-Higgins phase.2~e! Since two
of the four eigenvectors are identical to KMT’s eigenvecto
the present treatment, in fact, shows that their ADT ang
which differ from ours, are incorrect. As a result, their o
jection is not supported by any example and therefore can
be accepted.
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